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Abstract

Recent advancements in Large Language Models (LLMs) have significantly en-
hanced the capabilities of conversational agents, making them applicable to various
fields (e.g., education). Despite their progress, the evaluation of the agents often
overlooks the complexities of real-world conversations, such as real-time inter-
actions, multi-party dialogues, and extended contextual dependencies. To bridge
this gap, we introduce DialSim, a real-time dialogue simulator. In this simulator,
an agent is assigned the role of a character from popular TV shows, requiring
it to respond to spontaneous questions using past dialogue information and to
distinguish between known and unknown information. Key features of DialSim
include evaluating the agent’s ability to respond within a reasonable time limit,
handling long-term multi-party dialogues, and managing adversarial settings (e.g.,
swap character names) to challenge the agent’s reliance on pre-trained knowledge.
We utilized this simulator to evaluate the latest conversational agents and analyze
their limitations. Our experiments highlight both the strengths and weaknesses of
these agents, providing valuable insights for future improvements in the field of
conversational AI. DialSim is available at https://github.com/jiho283/Simulator.

1 Introduction

Recent advancements in Natural Language Generation (NLG) within Large Language Models (LLMs)
have significantly enhanced the capabilities of conversational agents. These agents are now integral
to various fields, including customer service [4, 18, 39] and education [2, 35], providing personalized
interactions that cater to individual preferences and interests. To ensure high user satisfaction and
continuously improve these agents, it is essential to accurately evaluate their performance.

Traditionally, evaluating conversational agents has involved qualitative assessments of their responses.
This process typically involves human evaluators or an LLM judging the quality of an agent’s
utterances [1, 14, 15, 29, 31, 41] or comparing the responses between different agents (e.g., Chatbot
Arena [8]). However, for conversational agents to truly engage with humans, they need to cover
a wide range of communication skills, not just the ability to generate natural responses. Real-
world conversations happen in real-time, often involving multiple participants and recalling previous
interactions. This complexity necessitates a novel evaluation method that accurately assesses an
agent’s ability to respond within a reasonable time limit, its thorough understanding of the multi-party
dialogue context, and its capacity to reason across previous sessions.

To address this, we propose DialSim, a dialogue simulator for real-time evaluation of a conversational
agent’s long-term dialogue understanding. As illustrated in Figure 1, DialSim places an agent in
the role of the main character of a TV show, engaging it in an extensive conversation based on the
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I don’t know.

Monica: Hi, come in! Paul, this is.. ... 
everybody, everybody, this is Paul.

All: Hey! Paul! Hi! The Wine Guy! Hey!

Chandler: I'm sorry, I didn't catch 
your name. Paul, was it?

Monica: Okay, umm-umm, I'll just--I'll 
be right back, I just gotta go ah, go ah...

Ross: A wandering?

Rachel : Oh, just out of curiosity, who 
lives next door to Monica?

ü Unanswerable questions

Rachel : Oh my god, so like, who was 
going out with Paul in September 1994?

…timeout

(May 20, 1998. Session #639)

ü Questions with timestamp

Rachel: Umm, listen, I'm gonna need 
to take a rain check, my roommate is 
just really sick. Okay? Bye!

Dave: Yeah?

Rachel: Umm, hi!

Ross: Hi.

Chandler : So, just for a little stroll down 
memory lane, Rachel was bunking with 
someone in May 1998. Any wild guesses 
on who was dating this mystery co-
habitant by September 22, 1994?

Paul

(Feb 26, 1999. Session #735)

ü Multi-hop questions

(a) Emily, (b) Monica, (c) Ryan, 
(d) Rachel, (e) I don’t know.

(a) Chandler, (b) Danny, (c) Ross, 
(d) Ugly naked guy, (e) I don’t know.

(a) Paolo, (b) Paul, (c) Roger, 
(d) Vince, (e) I don’t know. 

Rachel:  Hey Ross! I 
brought reinforcements.

Ross: Oh great! What, you brought Joey?

Rachel: Well, I brought the next 
best thing.

Chandler:  Hey!

Ross: Chandler?! You brought 
Chandler?! The next best thing would 
be Monica!

Rachel: Is Monica around? 
I-I have to ask her something.

Ross: She's doing her laundry.
…

(Sep 22, 1994. Session #2)

Ross:  No, go on! 
It's Paul the Wine Guy!

Figure 1: An overall process of DialSim. Gray speech bubbles indicate predetermined utterances
from the script, and white speech bubbles indicate spontaneous questions asked during the simulation.
Colored speech bubbles indicate the agent’s responses to the questions. (Left) An unanswerable
question. (Center) A question that references a specific time. (Right) A multi-hop question that
requires understanding past sessions (i.e., the Left and Center boxes).

show’s scripted content. During this conversation, the agent is evaluated for its ability to respond
appropriately to spontaneous questions from other speakers within a predefined time limit (e.g., 1s
/ 3s / 5s). The agent should be able to answer questions based on the information from the past
dialogue and acknowledge when it does not know the answer.

DialSim simulates three different dialogue environments based on scripts from popular TV shows
(i.e., Friends, The Big Bang Theory, and The Office), and it has the following four main features.

• Real-Time Simulator: For a conversational agent to function effectively in real-time, the agent
should be capable of updating its memory and generating responses on the fly. To evaluate this,
DialSim measures the accuracy of responses within a predefined time limit. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work that evaluates the performance of a conversational agent in a
time-constrained environment.

• Evaluating Long-Term Multi-Party Dialogue Understanding: DialSim includes multi-party
dialogues with an average length of 350k tokens, making it the longest among existing long-term
dialogue datasets. Throughout the simulation, the agent faces complex questions that demand
comprehension and reasoning across several multi-party sessions, ensuring a thorough assessment
of its understanding capabilities.

• Randomized Test: In our simulator, there is an average of 1,300 sessions of conversations
occurring over a period of 5 years as assumed in the corresponding TV show. For each session,
a randomly picked character asks a question that is randomly sampled from an average of
1,000 candidates, at a random time. This setup allows us to test whether an agent can respond
appropriately in an unpredictable environment, resembling real-world settings. Additionally, since
a random set of questions is given for each test, repeating the tests multiple times allows us to
measure the agent’s performance variability and reliability.

• Adversarial Test: LLM-based agents are likely to have prior knowledge about these TV shows
from the pre-training process (see Appendix B). Since such agents can provide answers without
referencing the actual dialogue history, it is crucial to ensure that the agent relies strictly on the
history for its responses. To achieve this, we developed adversarial tests that modify character
names in two specific ways: by swapping their names with each other (e.g., Joey↔ Monica)
or by assigning new names to them (e.g., Joey→ John). This approach ensures that the agent’s
responses depend strictly on the context of the dialogue history.

2 Related Works

Long-Term Dialogue Datasets Widely used dialogue datasets include DailyDialog [17], which
features everyday conversations; PersonaChat [40], which contains the persona of each character;
Empathetic Dialogues [26], designed for emotional conversations. However, conversational agents
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Table 1: Comparison of DialSim with other long-term dialogue datasets.
Dataset # of Turns† # of Sessions† # of Tokens† Collection Avg. #

of Speakers
Real-Time
Evaluation

MSC (train; 1-4 sessions) 53.3 4 1225.9 Crowdsourcing 2.0 ✗
MSC (valid + test; 1-5 sessions) 61.7 5 1670.9 Crowdsourcing 2.0 ✗
Conversation Chronicles 58.5 5 1054.7 LLM 2.0 ✗
LoCoMo 304.9 19.3 9209.2 Crowdsourcing + LLM 2.0 ✗
DialSim (ours) 18986.3 1313.3 351996.3 Scripts 3.4 ✓

†: averaged over dialogues

built with these datasets were limited to single-session interactions. To address this, Multi Ses-
sion Chat [36] was created, featuring up to five sessions per dialogue. Despite this improvement,
generating longer dialogues via crowdsourcing remained challenging. To overcome this challenge,
Conversation Chronicles [11] was developed by leveraging an LLM. Furthermore, LoCoMo [19]
evaluates dialogue comprehension of an agent through various tasks (e.g., event summarization) in
long-term dialogues. In contrast to other datasets generated through crowdsourcing or LLMs, the
dialogues in DialSim are derived from TV show scripts, offering a unique set of benefits. These
scripts feature multiple characters engaged in extended dialogues spanning several years, with charac-
ter details (e.g., relationships) evolving over time. Leveraging these characteristics, we developed a
dialogue simulator that replicates extremely long-term dialogues with evolving relationships. Table 1
provides a detailed comparison between DialSim and other long-term dialogue datasets.

Datasets Based on the Scripts of TV Shows While both TV show scripts and other dialogue
datasets effectively capture dialogue characteristics, scripts offer a significant advantage due to
their abundance and accessibility. This makes them particularly valuable for various dialogue
understanding tasks such as question answering (QA) [30, 37], coreference resolution [5, 7, 42],
relation extraction [25, 38], and summarization [6, 9, 24]. Notable datasets derived from scripts
include FriendsQA [37] and TVShowGuess [30]. FriendsQA treats each scene in every episode as an
independent conversation. Each question inquires about information related to the conversation, and
the task is to find the corresponding answer spans. TVShowGuess is a multiple-choice QA dataset
consisting of five different popular TV shows. The task is to identify anonymized speakers in a scene
using information from all previous scenes. While many studies have utilized TV show scripts to
create such datasets, only DialSim includes unanswerable questions, conducts real-time evaluations,
and fully utilizes the extended context of scripts to assess conversational agents.

3 DialSim

Our simulator, illustrated in Figure 1, features an agent taking on the role of a main character in a
dialogue (i.e., Friends: Ross, The Big Bang Theory: Sheldon, The Office: Michael1), encompassing
around 350,000 tokens. Throughout the simulation, an agent is randomly asked questions by other
characters that must be answered accurately within a time limit (§ 3.1). For each session, we prepare
a large pool of questions in advance, from which one is randomly selected and presented to the agent
every time a new simulation is initiated, simulating an environment for randomized tests (§ 3.2).

3.1 Task

3.1.1 Definition

Let the k-th utterance of the n-th session be denoted as un,k, and the n-th session consisting of
r utterances be Sn = {{un,1, un,2, ..., un,r}, dn}, where dn is the date of Sn. The sub-session
including up to the k-th utterance of the n-th session is Sn,k = {{un,1, un,2, ..., un,k}, dn}.
The entire dialogue consisting of N sessions is denoted as D = {S1,S2, ...,SN}. The agent’s
memory up to the k-th utterance of the n-th session is Mn,k. The agent answering ques-
tion qn,m,c asked by character c in the m-th utterance of the n-th session using the memory is
an,m = Agent(Mn,m, qn,m,c) ∈ {A,B,C,D,E}, where A, B, C, D, E are the answer choices (i.e.,
multiple-choice question answering2).

1The characters with the most lines in each script were selected.
2To ensure the accuracy and efficiency of the evaluation, questions are presented in a multiple-choice format

rather than as open-ended questions.
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Algorithm 1 DialSim

Input: Dialogue D = {S1,S2, . . . ,SN}, Time interval t, Agent
Output: CorrectAnswers / TotalQuestions

1: CorrectAnswers← 0
2: TotalQuestions← 0
3: M1,0 ← ϕ
4: for n← 1 to N do
5: if |Characters(Sn)| < 2 then
6: continue
7: else
8: un,m ← QuestionT imingSelection(Sn)
9: c← RandomCharacterInThreeTurns(un,m)

10: qn,m,c,TrueAnswer← RandomQuestion(n,m, c)
11: TotalQuestions← TotalQuestions + 1
12: for k ← 1 to |Sn| do
13: Mn,k ← UpdateMemoryInT ime(Mn,k−1, un,k, dn, t)
14: if k = m then
15: an,m ← AgentAnswerInT ime(Mn,m, qn,m,c, dn, t)
16: if an,m = TrueAnswer then
17: CorrectAnswers← CorrectAnswers + 1
18: end if
19: end if
20: Mn+1,0 ←Mn,k

21: end for
22: end if
23: end for

3.1.2 Simulator

Algorithm 1 outlines the simulation process of DialSim, designed to emulate a real-time conversation.
In this simulator, each participant’s utterance (including the agent’s) occurs at a predefined time
interval (same as time limit), and the agent should update its memory3 within this interval. If updating
the memory is not completed within the interval, the simulator will move on to the next utterance
(Line 13). During the simulation, other characters ask questions to the agent (Line 8-10), except in
sessions where the agent is the only one talking (Line 5-6). The timing to ask a question is chosen
randomly within the session (Line 8), and the speaker who asks the question is also chosen randomly.
However, to make the simulation realistic, it is crucial to ensure that the chosen speaker is still
present and hasn’t left the session. We achieved this by randomly choosing from characters who were
present within three turns of the agent’s last utterance (Line 9). Then, a question is randomly selected
and asked in the style of the corresponding speaker (Line 10). The agent then must respond to the
question using its memory, all within the time limit (Line 15). The prompt for the response is created
by combining the question with the dialogue history stored in the memory. If the response is not
completed within the time limit, it will be considered a failure, and the simulator will move on to the
next utterance. The prompt we used is provided in Appendix C.

3.2 Data Construction

DialSim was developed using scripts from five consecutive seasons of popular TV shows (i.e.,
Friends, The Big Bang Theory, and The Office4). These scripts were first preprocessed to serve as
dialogue data (§ 3.2.1). Next, questions were generated for each script, drawing from fan quizzes
(§ 3.2.2) and a temporal knowledge graph (TKG) (§ 3.2.3). Each question was then paired with
multiple choices and the correct answer. Finally, character style transfer was applied to refine the
questions, resulting in the final pool of questions for each session (§ 3.2.4).

3The memory can be incrementally updated in various ways (e.g., as per each utterance, a summary of each
session up until the current utterance). A detailed discussion of these methods is provided in § 4.2.

4The scripts were downloaded from the website Kaggle (https://www.kaggle.com/).
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Q# Season Episode Question Evidence Scenes (2-b)

1 1 1 What is the setting of the first scene? (2-a) Filtering REMOVED (visual content)

2 1 1 How did Rachel buy her new boots? in this episode (2-a) Revision 14 (Date: September 22, 1994)

Q# Question Answerable Scenes (3-b) Unanswerable Scenes (3-b)

2 How did Rachel buy her new boots? Scenes after 14 in Episode 1 Scenes before 14 in Episode 1

2-1 How did Rachel buy her new boots on September 22, 1994? (3-a) Scenes after 14 -

Q# Season Episode Question Answer

1 1 1 What is the setting of the first scene? Central Perk

2 1 1 How did Rachel buy her new boots in this episode? Dad’s credit card

Q# Character Question

2 Monica Hey, do you know what Rachel used to snag those super cute new boots she's been rocking?

2 Joey Hey, how did Rachel manage to snag those killer boots, huh?

…

…

…

…

(1) Web Crawling

(2-a) Filtering & Revision
(2-b) Evidence Scene Mapping

(3-a) Adding Date Info.
(3-b) Scene Annotation

(4) Character Style Transfer

Figure 2: The overall process of question generation based on fan quizzes. First, we crawled fan
quizzes from the web (1). Then, we applied filtering and revision processes to the crawled data (2-a,
b). From this, we created secondary versions of the questions by adding dates to each (3-a). Then,
we mapped each question to the scenes by determining whether it is answerable in that scene or not
(3-b)5. Finally, we applied character style transfer to make the questions more natural (4).

3.2.1 Script Preprocessing

The script we used includes 5 consecutive seasons per TV show, with each season containing
approximately 20 episodes. Each episode is composed of multiple scenes (i.e., session). Each script
includes not only utterances but also descriptions of characters’ actions and scenes, as well as metadata
unrelated to the plot (e.g., names of writers and directors). We manually filtered out all irrelevant
parts to create Scriptpre, which contains only the conversations between characters. Additionally,
since some of our questions involve time conditions (e.g., “Which friend wasn’t allowed to drive
Monica’s Porsche in October 1994?”), we manually assigned a date to each scene in Scriptpre to
provide time information to the agent. These dates were determined based on the contents of the
conversations and the air dates of the episodes. The specific rules for date assignments are detailed in
Appendix D. We then selected scenes involving the main character (i.e., Ross, Sheldon, and Michael)
from Scriptpre and sequentially numbered them as sessions Si. This process resulted in the final
dialogue D = {S1,S2, ...,SN}.

3.2.2 Question Generation based on Fan Quizzes

We utilized a fan quiz website FunTrivia6 to generate our questions. Fan quizzes cover a range of
difficulty levels and focus on major events from each episode, making them promising for evaluating
dialogue comprehension. Figure 2 illustrates our process for generating questions using fan quizzes.
We began by extracting episode-specific quizzes from the site. Since these quizzes were created by
dedicated fans, many required knowledge unrelated to the dialogue itself (e.g., “What is the name of
the actor who played the clerk?”). To filter out these questions, we first selected quizzes that could be
answered by referencing Scriptpre using ChatGPT-4 [20].7 Additionally, ChatGPT-4 annotated the
scenes that served as evidence for each question. These annotations were verified by the authors to
ensure accurate filtering and scene-mapping.

We then annotated the answerability of each question, i.e., whether it is possible for the main character
to know the answer in the corresponding scene. For example, in Friends, consider the question, “How

5Questions without dates (e.g., Q#2 in Figure 2) are episode-specific, so the answers to such questions can
vary across episodes. Therefore, for questions without dates, we mapped them only to the scenes within the
episode to which the question belongs. On the other hand, questions with specified dates (e.g., Q#2-1 in Figure 2)
are episode-agnostic. However, asking them on dates before the specified dates in the question would not be
natural; thus we did not map such scenes to such questions.

6https://www.funtrivia.com/
7Fan quizzes exist for each episode, so we annotated them based on Scriptpre. Since Scriptpre contains

scenes where the main character is absent, questions about these scenes would be unanswerable, which allowed
us to design adversarial tests. Therefore, we first generated questions for each scene based on Scriptpre and
then matched them to the sessions of D.
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Q# Character Question

2 Chandler Oh, could you BE any more specific about who was going out with Monica on September 22, 1994?

2 Phoebe Oh my gosh, so like, who was Monica's date on that super specific day, September 22, 1994?
…

(2-1) Template based Question Generation
(2-2) Session Mapping

(3) Character Style Transfer

Q# Question Answerable Sessions Unanswerable Sessions

1 By the way, who is dating {Monica}? Sessions after #2 
on Sep 22, 1994 1

2 By the way, who dated {Monica} on {September 22, 1994}? Sessions after #2 -

3 By the way, {Rachel} had a roommate on {May 20, 1998}.  
Do you know who dated the roommate on {September 22, 1994}? Sessions after #639 -

Sep 22, 1994.  Session #2.
Ross:  No, go on! It's Paul the Wine Guy!
Monica: Hi, come in! Paul, this is.. ... everybody, 
everybody, this is Paul.
 All: Hey! Paul! Hi! The Wine Guy! Hey!
Chandler: I'm sorry, I didn't catch your name. Paul, 
was it?
Monica: Okay, umm-umm, I'll just--I'll be right back, I 
just gotta go ah, go ah...

...

May 20, 1998.  Session #639.  
Rachel: Umm, hi!
Ross: Hi.
Rachel: Is Monica around? 
I-I have to ask her something.
Ross: She's doing her laundry.

…
Dave: Yeah?
Rachel: Umm, listen, I'm gonna need to take a rain 
check, my roommate is just really sick. Okay? Bye!

Sessions (1) Extract Quadruples Monica dating with Paul Sep 22, 1994

Monica roommate Rachel May 20, 1998

Figure 3: The overall process of question generation based on the temporal knowledge graph. We first
extracted quadruples and constructed a temporal knowledge graph (1). Then, we generated questions
based on this and mapped each question to the sessions by determining whether it was answerable
in that session or not, similar to fan quiz-based questions (2-1, 2-2). Character style transfer was
performed afterwards (3).

did Rachel buy her new boots?” If the evidence scene was 14, Ross would not know the answer if
Ross was absent in the scene. Even if he was present in scene 14, Ross wouldn’t be able to answer if
the question was asked in scene 1. However, if Ross appeared in scene 14 and the question was asked
in scene 15, he would know the answer. Using this principle, we determined whether each question is
answerable. Additionally, to create questions that require long-term memory, new questions were
generated by adding the date information of each scene to the questions (e.g., “How did Rachel buy
her new boots on September 22, 1994?”). Detailed question generation processes are provided in
Appendix E.

3.2.3 Question Generation Based on a Temporal Knowledge Graph

Fan quizzes are useful for generating our questions, but since they are episode-specific and user-
generated, the questions don’t span multiple episodes and their numbers are limited (∼1K). To
address this, we constructed a knowledge graph for each session and used it to generate questions.
Initially, we used ChatGPT-4 to extract triples (i.e., [head, relation, tail]) from each session Si in D.
These triples were then refined by the authors. We employed 32 relations (e.g., girlfriend) derived
from DialogRE [38], a high-quality dataset where human annotators manually extracted relations
from Friends scripts, classifying relationships between characters into 37 categories. We adapted and
slightly modified these relations for our purpose. More details about the relations are provided in
Appendix F.1. Finally, we combined the triples from each session with their respective dates to create
a temporal knowledge graph (TKG) composed of quadruples (i.e., [head, relation, tail, date]).

Using the constructed TKG, we created questions that the main character could either answer or not
for each session. We generated these questions by extracting one (i.e., one-hop) or two (i.e., two-hop)
quadruples from the TKG. The form and answer of the question may change depending on the time
it is asked, even if the same quadruple is used. For instance, if we select [Rachel, boyfriend, Ross,
1994-08-08] and ask the question in 1996, it would be: “Who was Rachel’s boyfriend on August
8th, 1994?” If asked on August 8th, 1994, the question would be: “Who is Rachel’s boyfriend?” In
both cases, the answer is Ross. Conversely, if we inquire about Rachel’s boyfriend in 1992, when no
information is available, the correct answer would be: “I don’t know.” In this manner, we manually
verified the answer of each question. We applied the same principle to create more complex two-hop
questions (e.g., “Rachel had a roommate on August 8th, 1994. Who is the boyfriend of the roommate
now?”). The overall process of generating questions using TKG is illustrated in Figure 3. Examples
of question templates and corresponding questions we created can be found in Appendix F.2.

3.2.4 Final Data Processing

Answer Choices Generation To create multiple-choice questions, we carefully crafted a set of
answer choices for each question. First, for all questions, we included an option “(E) I don’t know.”,
which agents must choose if the questions are unanswerable. For questions sourced from the fan
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Table 2: Statistics of DialSim. The values in parentheses for Average Question Candidates per
Session refer to the number of answerable questions and unanswerable questions, respectively.

Friends The Big Bang Theory The Office
Total Number of Tokens 335439 367636 352914
Total Number of Sessions 785 805 2338
Average Fan Quiz Questions per Session 56.7 7.8 12.7
Average TKG Questions per Session 1127.7 1158.5 508.5
Average Question Candidates per Session 1196.8 (1115.1 / 81.7) 1196.9 (1011.0 / 185.9) 511.5 (486.5 / 25.0)
Approximate Number of Possible Tests 1196.8785 1196.9805 511.52338

quizzes, the four answer choices were taken from the original quiz. The correct answers for these
questions were the same as the original quiz, while the unanswerable questions were fixed to (E). For
questions based on the TKG, the incorrect choices were derived from the tails of other quadruples that
shared the same relation as the original quadruple. For example, for the question “Who is Rachel’s
boyfriend?”, we extracted quadruples from the whole TKG where the relation is “boyfriend” and
randomly selected three tails to form the incorrect choices. Additionally, to create a more adversarial
test, if Rachel has a boyfriend in the past or future, we prioritized including these in the incorrect
choices. In this case, for answerable questions (i.e., past or present), the correct answer is the tail of
the original quadruple, while for unanswerable questions (i.e., future), the correct answer is (E).

Question Style Transfer In the simulator, questions are rephrased to reflect each character’s unique
tone, creating the impression that the characters themselves are asking the questions (e.g., Generic
style: “How did Rachel buy her new boots?”→ Style of Joey Tribbiani from Friends: “Hey, how did
Rachel manage to snag those killer boots, huh?”). This transformation is powered by ChatGPT-4,
and subsamples are reviewed by the authors to ensure that the original intent was preserved. More
examples of style-transferred questions for each character can be found in Appendix G.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setting

Table 2 presents the statistics of DialSim. Since each question has five choices, unanswerable
questions were set to comprise 20% of the total to fairly stratify the correct answers. Additionally, our
simulator operates in real-time, requiring precise control of the experimental environment. Therefore,
we conducted all experiments using the same hardware: NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPUs and an AMD
EPYC 7702 64-Core Processor. The time limit used in the experiment was set to 6 seconds, based on
the average time interval between utterances in the TV shows (detailed in Appendix H).

4.2 Baselines

We experimented with two methods for using an agent’s memory. The first method, namely Base
LLM, is to simply prefix latest utterances as much allowed by the model’s context length. The second
method, namely RAG-based, employs a retriever to search for relevant dialogue history from the
agent’s memory (external storage) and includes it in the prompt [16]. This method can be broken
down into three ways for storing dialogue history: each speaker’s utterance individually, the entire
session, and a summarized version of each session. The retrieval from the memory was performed
using BM25 [28] and cosine similarity with the OpenAI embeddings [23]. Agents were tested with
both API-based models (i.e., Gemini-1.0 Pro [32], Gemini-1.5 Pro [27], Claude 3 Opus [3], ChatGPT-
3.5 [21], and ChatGPT-4o [22])8 and open-source models (i.e., Tulu2-7B, 70B [10], Llama2-7B,
70B [34], Mistral-7B [12], Mixtral-8x7B [13], and Gemma-2B, 7B [33]). To emulate conversational
settings, we used chat templates for instruction-tuned models or directly used chat models.

4.3 Results

Table 3 shows that API-based models outperformed open-source models due to their superior inference
capabilities and faster response times. However, the performances of all baselines were below 40%,
suggesting that current LLMs function poorly as conversational agents for multi-party long-term

8Gemini-1.5 Pro, Claude 3 Opus, and ChatGPT-4o were evaluated only in the Session Entire-BM25 and
oracle setting to measure their performance upper bound due to their high prices.
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Table 3: The performance of the agents on Friends dialogue in DialSim (time limit = 6 seconds). We
conducted experiments three times and reported the accuracy and standard deviations.

Type Model Base LLM

RAG-based

BM25 OpenAI Embedding

Utterance Session Entire Session Sum Utterance Session Entire Session Sum

API
ChatGPT-3.5 31.82 (1.31) 25.58 (1.78) 39.70 (1.86) 32.09 (0.84) 32.06 (1.60) 36.84 (1.77) 36.69 (1.25)
Gemini 1.0 pro 2.96 (0.31) 28.77 (1.83) 25.07 (2.40) 35.27 (1.80) 34.22 (0.49) 31.83 (0.41) 35.75 (2.93)

Open

Tulu2-70B 0.37 (0.15) 20.94 (0.75) 20.27 (0.99) 19.75 (0.08) 31.76 (1.84) 10.15 (0.55) 18.87 (0.30)
Tulu2-7B 0.84 (0.15) 12.68 (0.24) 19.58 (1.04) 26.84 (0.85) 14.08 (0.89) 17.39 (1.37) 25.21 (1.28)
Llama2-70B 0.05 (0.08) 0.00 (0.00) 1.26 (0.77) 0.21 (0.08) 0.00 (0.00) 0.16 (0.00) 0.05 (0.08)
Llama2-7B 22.01 (1.50) 22.63 (1.61) 23.14 (1.17) 19.24 (0.51) 25.41 (1.38) 21.22 (1.44) 19.23 (1.32)
Mixtral-8x7B 1.88 (0.26) 16.84 (0.95) 26.23 (0.90) 17.11 (1.94) 17.94 (1.32) 26.78 (1.04) 15.40 (1.39)
Mistral-7B 2.82 (0.46) 24.22 (2.04) 33.07 (1.01) 29.29 (1.76) 28.30 (1.93) 29.15 (1.67) 25.41 (1.53)
Gemma-7B 16.60 (0.84) 22.11 (1.73) 24.30 (2.04) 18.33 (1.37) 26.42 (2.48) 22.54 (0.78) 18.80 (0.64)
Gemma-2B 0.68 (0.20) 24.06 (2.03) 24.22 (1.34) 25.79 (1.00) 25.31 (1.55) 24.48 (1.62) 25.78 (1.12)

Table 4: The performance of the agents on Friends dialogue in DialSim (without time limit). We
conducted experiments three times and reported the accuracy and standard deviations.

Type Model Base LLM

RAG-based

BM25 OpenAI Embedding

Utterance Session Entire Session Sum Utterance Session Entire Session Sum

API
ChatGPT-3.5 31.81 (1.33) 26.91 (2.30) 39.45 (1.40) 32.77 (1.31) 32.41 (0.96) 35.78 (0.74) 35.98 (1.75)
Gemini 1.0 pro 28.36 (0.97) 28.10 (1.08) 39.90 (1.08) 34.11 (1.64) 34.26 (2.91) 30.93 (2.17) 33.96 (2.11)

Open

Tulu2-70B 3.31 (0.32) 29.87 (0.65) 35.87 (2.56) 34.72 (1.63) 37.07 (0.72) 33.63 (1.32) 38.62 (1.94)
Tulu2-7B 1.57 (0.12) 28.93 (2.81) 28.72 (1.80) 30.86 (2.29) 34.55 (0.47) 31.04 (0.96) 32.12 (0.75)
Llama2-70B 35.55 (2.06) 33.67 (0.58) 35.62 (1.74) 35.71 (1.87) 38.80 (0.98) 34.92 (1.62) 37.45 (1.98)
Llama2-7B 21.80 (1.02) 25.29 (1.34) 27.47 (1.92) 23.31 (1.22) 29.34 (1.79) 25.58 (2.47) 24.22 (1.40)
Mixtral-8x7B 42.19 (1.76) 31.84 (0.78) 46.47 (1.75) 32.31 (1.09) 35.51 (0.19) 41.24 (2.90) 34.18 (0.96)
Mistral-7B 32.93 (0.59) 28.20 (1.17) 35.09 (1.76) 30.16 (1.82) 30.12 (1.45) 31.00 (1.93) 30.80 (1.75)
Gemma-7B 18.78 (0.87) 22.26 (1.52) 23.62 (2.09) 19.83 (1.74) 25.07 (0.49) 22.48 (0.25) 20.08 (0.76)
Gemma-2B 1.16 (0.26) 25.03 (1.54) 24.64 (1.31) 24.84 (2.05) 28.06 (1.38) 24.56 (2.60) 28.28 (1.94)

complex dialogues. The experimental results for Friends, The Big Bang Theory, and The Office
exhibited similar trends. The detailed results are described in Appendi I.

Time Limit We conducted additional experiments without time limit and reported the results in
Table 4. Under time limit, there were often no significant differences in performances based on model
size when comparing the same type of LLM, and sometimes smaller models outperformed larger ones.
However, in the absence of time limit, larger models typically exhibited better performances than
their smaller counterparts. Additionally, larger open-source models have shown remarkable inference
capabilities, often on par with the performance of API-based models. This is because larger models
often exceed the time limit due to their slower inference speed. Therefore, for a conversational agent
to engage effectively in real-time conversations, it is crucial to select a model size that balances both
inference time and reasoning capability. The performances according to different time limits are
reported in Appendix J.

Storing History Storing the entire session consistently exhibits superior performance compared
to other history storing methods, because individual utterances lack adequate context, and crucial
information may be lost during summarization. Contrary to our expectation, Mixtral’s Base LLM (i.e.
without history retrieval) outperforms some retrieval-based models in a setting with unlimited time.
This is due to Mixtral’s context length of 32k tokens, which is long enough to accommodate half a
season of the script, allowing it to utilize a longer dialogue history than some of the other baselines.
However, in a setting with a time limit, Mixtral’s performance significantly drops due to its long
inference time. Therefore, for a conversational agent to converse in real-time, it is necessary to select
a reasonably appropriate length of dialogue history.

Oracle Setting To establish a performance upper bound, we conducted experiments in an oracle
setting, where the agents were provided with the evidence sessions and their dates (see Figure 2). In
this scenario, Claude-3 Opus achieved the best performance of 69.64% in a setting with unlimited
time, highlighting the challenging nature of our task. This result surpasses the best RAG-based
method, Session Entire-BM25 setting, by 23.21%. This notable gap underscores the necessity for
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advanced techniques in storing and retrieving history for agents engaged in long-term dialogues.
Detailed experimental results are provided in Appendix K.

Error Analysis by Question Type We conducted an error analysis by question type on Mixtral,
based on Session Entire-BM25, which showed the highest performance setting without a time limit.
First, comparing the performance of fan quiz-based questions and TKG-based questions, the results
were 53.75% and 41.14% respectively, indicating the greater difficulty of TKG-based questions.
Additionally, within TKG-based questions, one-hop questions had a performance of 54.46%, whereas
two-hop questions had a performance of 17.92%, highlighting the challenge of two-hop questions.
Furthermore, even in the oracle setting, while the performance of one-hop questions increased to
74.67%, two-hop questions remained at 36.56%. This suggests that two-hop questions are challenging
not only in terms of history retrieval but also in reasoning across the given sessions.

Adversarial Test We conducted further experiments for the adversarial test by altering the names
of the characters in two ways: by swapping their names with each other (e.g., Joey↔Monica) or by
assigning new names to them (e.g., Joey→ John). The results showed a noticeable decrease in overall
performance compared to the original setup. Specifically, when we experimented under unlimited
time conditions, performance dropped by 5% to 10%. This decline is attributed to the agents relying
not only on the dialogue history but also on their pre-trained knowledge when answering questions.
Additionally, the performance decrease was more pronounced when names were swapped compared
to when new names were assigned. This suggests that new names represent new information, while
mixed names in the dialogue history conflicted with the pre-trained knowledge, leading to reduced
reasoning ability. The detailed experimental results are provided in Appendix L.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce DialSim, a simulator for evaluating conversational agents’ long-term
dialogue understanding in real-time settings. DialSim utilizes scripts from well-known TV shows
and incorporates questions derived from fan quizzes, along with a temporal knowledge graph,
for a thorough assessment. Our experimental findings reveal significant limitations in current
conversational agents’ abilities to manage complex, multi-party, long-term dialogues effectively.

Despite its strengths, our simulator has two main limitations. First, it only supports multiple-choice
questions, meaning it cannot evaluate the quality of agents’ open-ended responses. Second, it does
not consider the current session’s context when asking questions, leading to potential incoherence
with the ongoing dialogue. Future developments will focus on expanding the range of question types
and ensuring contextual coherence to address these limitations.
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A Datasheets for Datasets

A.1 Motivation

• For what purpose was the dataset created?
We created this dataset to accurately assess a conversational agent’s ability to respond within
a reasonable time limit, understand the multi-party dialogue context thoroughly, and reason
across previous sessions.

• Who created the dataset (e.g., which team, research group) and on behalf of which entity
(e.g., company, institution, organization)?
The authors created the dataset.

• Who funded the creation of the dataset? If there is an associated grant, please provide
the name of the grantor and the grant name and number.
This work was supported by Institute for Information & Communications Technology Promo-
tion(IITP) grant (No.RS-2019-II190075) and National Research Foundation of Korea(NRF)
grant (RS-2024-00333484), funded by the Korea government (MSIT).

A.2 Composition

• What do the instances that comprise the dataset represent (e.g., documents, photos,
people, countries)?
DialSim includes three types of dialogues: Friends, The Big Bang Theory, and The Office.
These dialogues consist of multiple sessions, with each session corresponding to a set of
possible questions.

• How many instances are there in total (of each type, if appropriate)?
Friends consists of 785 sessions, with an average of 1196.8 possible questions per session. The
Big Bang Theory consists of 805 sessions, with an average of 1196.9 questions per session.
The Office consists of 2,338 sessions, with an average of 511.5 questions per session.

• Does the dataset contain all possible instances or is it a sample (not necessarily random)
of instances from a larger set?
The dataset contains all possible instances.

• What data does each instance consist of?
Each dialogue contains multiple sessions, and each session includes a set of (question, correct
answer, and choices) pairs.

• Is there a label or target associated with each instance?
Each question is paired with its corresponding choices and the correct answer.

• Is any information missing from individual instances? If so, please provide a description,
explaining why this information is missing (e.g., because it was unavailable). This does
not include intentionally removed information, but might include, e.g., redacted text.
No.

• Are relationships between individual instances made explicit (e.g., users’ movie ratings,
social network links)?
No.

• Are there recommended data splits (e.g., training, development/validation, testing)?
N/A.

• Are there any errors, sources of noise, or redundancies in the dataset?
The scripts we used are all transcripts, and there may be typos in them.

• Is the dataset self-contained, or does it link to or otherwise rely on external resources
(e.g., websites, tweets, other datasets)?
The dataset is self-contained.

• Does the dataset contain data that might be considered confidential (e.g., data that is
protected by legal privilege or by doctor-patient confidentiality, data that includes the
content of individuals’ non-public communications)?
No.
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• Does the dataset contain data that, if viewed directly, might be offensive, insulting,
threatening, or might otherwise cause anxiety?
No. Our dataset is based on the scripts of popular TV shows.

• Does the dataset relate to people?
No.

• Does the dataset identify any subpopulations (e.g., by age, gender)?
No.

• Does the dataset contain data that might be considered sensitive in any way (e.g., data
that reveals race or ethnic origins, sexual orientations, religious beliefs, political opinions
or union memberships, or locations; financial or health data; biometric or genetic data;
forms of government identification, such as social security numbers; criminal history)?
No.

A.3 Collection process

• How was the data associated with each instance acquired?
The questions in our dataset were created based on the website FunTrivia and the constructed
TKG.

• What mechanisms or procedures were used to collect the data (e.g., hardware apparatuses
or sensors, manual human curation, software programs, software APIs)?
TKG construction and fan quiz processing were performed using ChatGPT-4, and the authors
manually verified the data.

• If the dataset is a sample from a larger set, what was the sampling strategy (e.g., deter-
ministic, probabilistic with specific sampling probabilities)?
N/A.

• Who was involved in the data collection process (e.g., students, crowd workers, contrac-
tors) and how were they compensated (e.g., how much were crowd workers paid)?
The data collection and construction processes were performed by the authors.

• Over what timeframe was the data collected?
From October 2023 to April 2024.

• Were any ethical review processes conducted (e.g., by an institutional review board)?
N/A.

• Does the dataset relate to people?
No.

• Did you collect the data from the individuals in question directly, or obtain it via third
parties or other sources (e.g., websites)?
We downloaded the scripts for our dataset from Kaggle, and some of the questions were
created using the fan quiz website FunTrivia.

• Were the individuals in question notified about the data collection?
N/A.

• Did the individuals in question consent to the collection and use of their data?
N/A.

• If consent was obtained, were the consenting individuals provided with a mechanism to
revoke their consent in the future or for certain uses?
N/A.

• Has an analysis of the potential impact of the dataset and its use on data subjects (e.g., a
data protection impact analysis) been conducted?
N/A.
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A.4 Preprocessing/cleaning/labeling

• Was any preprocessing/cleaning/labeling of the data done (e.g., discretization or bucket-
ing, tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, SIFT feature extraction, removal of instances,
processing of missing values)?
N/A.

• Was the “raw” data saved in addition to the preprocess/cleaned/labeled data (e.g., to
support unanticipated future uses)?
N/A.

• Is the software that was used to preprocess/clean/label the data available?
We used Python code to annotate the data.

A.5 Uses

• Has the dataset been used for any tasks already?
No.

• Is there a repository that links to any or all papers or systems that use the dataset?
No.

• What (other) tasks could the dataset be used for?
The dataset can serve as a valuable test for a conversational agent before deployment. More-
over, if the evaluation of open-ended responses and the methods for generating coherent
questions improve, the test will become increasingly realistic.

• Is there anything about the composition of the dataset or the way it was collected and
preprocessed/cleaned/labeled that might impact future uses?
N/A.

• Are there tasks for which the dataset should not be used?
N/A.

A.6 Distribution

• Will the dataset be distributed to third parties outside of the entity (e.g., company,
institution, organization) on behalf of which the dataset was created?
No.

• How will the dataset be distributed?
The dataset and the code will be released at https://github.com/jiho283/Simulator. 9

• Will the dataset be distributed under a copyright or other intellectual property (IP)
license, and/or under applicable terms of use (ToU)?
The dataset is released under MIT License.

• Have any third parties imposed IP-based or other restrictions on the data associated
with the instances?
No.

• Do any export controls or other regulatory restrictions apply to the dataset or to individ-
ual instances?
No.

A.7 Maintenance

• Who will be supporting/hosting/maintaining the dataset?
The authors will support and maintain the dataset.

9The URL for the croissant data for each dialogue is as follows. Friends is https://huggingface.co/api/
datasets/jiho283/dialsim-friends/croissant, The Big Bang Theory is https://huggingface.co/
api/datasets/jiho283/dialsim-bigbang/croissant, and The Office is https://huggingface.co/
api/datasets/jiho283/dialsim-theoffice/croissant.
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• How can the owner/curator/manager of the dataset be contacted(e.g., email address)?
Contact the first author (jiho.kim@kaist.ac.kr).

• Is there an erratum?
No.

• Will the dataset be updated (e.g., to correct labeling erros, add new instances, delete
instances)?
If any modifications to the dataset are necessary, we will promptly update it and share it on
the GitHub repository.

• If the dataset relates to people, are there applicable limits on the retention of the data
associated with the instances (e.g., were the individuals in question told that their data
would be retained for a fixed period of time and then deleted)?
N/A.

• Will older versions of the dataset continue to be supported/hosted/maintained?
We plan to upload the latest version of the dataset and document the updates for each version
separately.

• If others want to extend/augment/build on/contribute to the dataset, is there a mechanism
for them to do so?
Contact the first author (jiho.kim@kaist.ac.kr).
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B LLM’s Prior Knowledge of the TV shows

We asked ChatGPT-4o to explain the plot of specific episodes of Friends. It accurately described
the plots, as shown in Figure 4, 5. Notably, it provided these answers without any web browsing,
suggesting that ChatGPT-4o might have learned about these TV shows during its pre-training process.

Figure 4: The result of asking ChatGPT-4o to explain Season 2, Episode 7 of Friends.

Figure 5: The result of asking ChatGPT-4o to explain Season 3, Episode 14 of Friends.
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C Prompt for Response Generation

The prompt given to the conversational agent to answer questions using dialogue history is shown in
Table 5.

Table 5: In the <<<Chatbot>>> placeholder, the name of the main character (i.e., Ross, Sheldon,
Michael) for each TV show is inserted. In the <<<Date>>> placeholder, the date of the session in
which the question is being asked is inserted. In the <<<Dialog_History>>> placeholder, the dialogue
history that the agent will use is inserted. In the <<<Question>>> placeholder, the question that the
agent should answer along with five choices is inserted.

Prompt for Response Generation
You are <<<Chatbot>>>, a long-term conversational agent capable of interacting with multiple users.
Based on the [Retrieved Dialogue History] provided, please answer the given [Question].
Note the following points:
1. Your answer must exclusively be one of the options: (A), (B), (C), (D), (E).
2. Your responses should solely rely on the retrieved dialogue history. If the information in the dialogue
history is insufficient to answer the question, you must choose (E).
3. This question is being asked in the context of <<<Date>>>.

[Retrieved Dialogue History]
<<<Dialog_History>>>
[Question] <<<Question>>>
[Answer]

D Date Assignment

We first extracted elements from the scripts that could indicate dates (e.g., Valentine’s Day, Christmas
Eve). Then, we reviewed the scripts again to analyze the relative timing of the sessions. For example,
if there is a line mentioning that Chandler broke up with his girlfriend two days ago, we annotated the
session where he broke up with his girlfriend as occurring two days prior to the mentioned session.
Next, while watching each episode, we pinpointed sessions where the dates might have changed by
observing whether the characters’ outfits changed between sessions. Finally, we assigned a specific
date to each session based on the actual broadcast date of the episode, adjusting for the relative
differences in dates and events such as Christmas.

E Question Generation Based on Fan Quizzes

For each scene si,k from episode pi in Scriptpre, we define the set of answerable questions as
FanAi,k and the set of unanswerable questions as FanUi,k. The process of generating questions
based on fan quizzes is as follows.

First, we collected quizzes for each season and episode of Friends, The Big Bang Theory, and
The Office from the FunTrivia website. For each episode pi in Scriptpre, we used ChatGPT-4 to
determine if the crawled questions CrQi = {qi,0, qi,1, ..., qi,l} could be answered using only pi. If
a question qi,m could be answered, ChatGPT-4 identified the scenes ESi,m that provide evidence
for the answer, compiling them into Qi = {(qi,m, ESi,m)}lm=0. Subsequently, the authors reviewed
each ESi,m, made necessary corrections, and annotated whether a single scene from ESi,m was
sufficient to answer qi,m or if multiple scenes were needed to be considered simultaneously. For each
si,k within pi, we assessed the answerability of the questions in Qi.

For each si,k, if a question qi,m could be answered using just one scene, and si,k occurs after the
initial appearance of the main character in ESi,m, we included qi,m in FanAi,k. This ensures that the
main character had adequate exposure to the relevant evidence. Additionally, for questions requiring
verification across multiple scenes, if the main character appears in all ESi,m scenes and si,k occurs
after the last scene of ESi,m, we included qi,m in FanAi,k. If the main character does not appear in
any of the ESi,m scenes, qi,m was included in FanUi,k since the main character has not experienced
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any evidence to answer the question. The rest are not included in the dataset as it is unclear whether
they are answerable per scene. Additionally, to generate questions that require long-term memory,
we added the most recent date of the evidence scenes for each question.

F Question Generation Based on a Temporal Knowledge Graph

F.1 Relations

We used the following 32 relations: ‘age’, ‘alumni’, ‘boss’, ‘boyfriend’, ‘brother’, ‘client’, ‘date
of birth’, ‘dating with’, ‘ex-boyfriend’, ‘ex-fiance’, ‘ex-fiancee’, ‘ex-girlfriend’, ‘ex-husband’, ‘ex-
roommate’, ‘ex-wife’, ‘father’, ‘fiance’, ‘fiancee’, ‘girlfriend’, ‘hometown’, ‘husband’, ‘job’, ‘major’,
‘mother’, ‘neighbor’, ‘pet’, ‘place of birth’, ‘place of work’, ‘roommate’, ‘sister’, ‘subordinate’,
‘wife’.

F.2 Question Templates and Generated Questions

Templates for one-hop questions are provided in Table 6 and Table 7. The former contains templates
without temporal information, while the latter includes templates with temporal details. Since
relations like “brother” and “sister” remain constant over time, questions about these relations do not
require temporal information. Hence, no temporal templates were created for them. In Table 7, “on
{time}” is used, but {time} can be not only the full date (year, month, and day) but also just the year
and month, or even just the year. In these cases, “in {time}” is used.

The templates for two-hop questions are available in Table 8. These templates incorporate temporal
information. To frame questions in the present tense, adjust the verbs to the present tense and remove
the temporal information, following the approaches demonstrated in Table 6 and Table 7.

Table 6: Templates for one-hop questions without temporal information.

Question Type Relation Template Question Example

Without Time

alumni Who is {sub}’s alumni? Who is Lincoln High School’s alumni?
boss Who is {sub}’s boss? Who is Chandler’s boss?
subordinate Who is {sub}’s subordinate? Who is Chandler’s subordinate?
client Who is {sub}’s client? Who is Chandler’s client?
neighbor Who is {sub}’s neighbor? Who is Chandler’s neighbor?
roommate Who is {sub}’s roommate? Who is Chandler’s roommate?
ex-roommate Who is {sub}’s ex-roommate? Who is Chandler’s ex-roommate?
fiance Who is {sub}’s fiance? Who is Rachel’s fiance?
fiancee Who is {sub}’s fiancee? Who is Ross’s fiancee?
ex-fiance Who is {sub}’s ex-fiance? Who is Rachel’s ex-fiance?
ex-fiancee Who is {sub}’s ex-fiancee? Who is Ross’s ex-fiancee?
pet Who is {sub}’s pet? Who is Ross’s pet?
dating with Who is dating {sub}? Who is dating Ross?
job What is {sub}’s job? What is Ross’s job?
place of work Where does {sub} work? Where does Ross work?
age How old is {sub}? How old is Ross?
major What is {sub}’s major? What is Ross’s major?
mother Who is {sub}’s mother? Who is Ross’s mother?
father Who is {sub}’s father? Who is Ross’s father?
place of birth Where was {sub} born? Where was Ben born?
hometown Where is {sub}’s hometown? Where is Monica’s hometown?
date of birth When was {sub} born? When was Ben born?
husband Who is {sub}’s husband? Who is Emily’s husband?
wife Who is {sub}’s wife? Who is Ross’s wife?
girlfriend Who is {sub}’s girlfriend? Who is Joey’s girlfriend?
boyfriend Who is {sub}’s boyfriend? Who is Monica’s boyfriend?
ex-husband Who is {sub}’s ex-husband? Who is Carol’s ex-husband?
ex-wife Who is {sub}’s ex-wife? Who is Ross’s ex-wife?
ex-girlfriend Who is {sub}’s ex-girlfriend? Who is Ross’s ex-girlfriend?
ex-boyfriend Who is {sub}’s ex-boyfriend? Who is Rachel’s ex-boyfriend?
brother Who is {sub}’s brother? Who is Monica’s brother?
sister Who is {sub}’s sister? Who is Ross’s sister?
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Table 7: Templates for one-hop questions with temporal information.

Question Type Relation Template Question Example

With Time

boss Who was {sub}’s boss on {time}? Who was Chandler’s boss on September 26th, 1994?
client Who was {sub}’s client on {time}? Who was Chandler’s client on September 26th, 1994?
neighbor Who was {sub}’s neighbor on {time}? Who was Chandler’s neighbor on September 26th, 1994?
roommate Who was {sub}’s roommate on {time}? Who was Chandler’s roommate on September 26th, 1994?
fiance Who was {sub}’s fiance on {time}? Who was Rachel’s fiance on September 26th, 1994?
fiancee Who was {sub}’s fiancee on {time}? Who was Ross’s fiancee on September 26th, 1994?
pet Who was {sub}’s pet on {time}? Who was Ross’s pet on September 26th, 1994?
dating with Who dated {sub} on {time}? Who dated Ross on September 26th, 1994?
job What was {sub}’s job on {time}? What was Monica’s job on September 26th, 1994?
place of work Where did {sub} work on {time}? Where did Monica work on September 26th, 1994?
age How old was {sub} on {time}? How old was Monica on September 26th, 1994?
major What was {sub}’s major on {time}? What was Ross’s major on September 26th, 1994?
husband Who was {sub}’s husband on {time}? Who was Emily’s husband on September 26th, 1994?
wife Who was {sub}’s wife on {time}? Who was Ross’s wife on September 26th, 1994?
girlfriend Who was {sub}’s girlfriend on {time}? Who was Ross’s girlfriend on September 26th, 1994?
boyfriend Who was {sub}’s boyfriend on {time}? Who was Rachel’s boyfriend on September 26th, 1994?

Table 8: Templates for two-hop questions.
First Relation Second Relation Template Question Example

roommate, wife, husband,
girlfriend, boyfriend, client,
neighbor, boss, subordinate,
fiance, fiancee

roommate, wife, husband, pet,
girlfriend, boyfriend, client, neighbor,
boss, subordinate, fiance, fiancee

{sub1} had a {First Relation} on {time1}.
Who was the {Second Relation} of the
{First Relation} on {time2}?

Monica had a roommate on September 26th, 1994.
Who was the boyfriend of the roommate
on October 5th, 1996?

dating with
{sub1} had a {First Relation} on {time1}.
Who dated the {First Relation} on {time2}?

Monica had a roommate on September 26th, 1994.
Who dated the roommate on October 5th, 1996?

job, major, age
{sub1} had a {First Relation} on {time1}.
What was the {Second Relation} of the
{First Relation} on {time2}?

Monica had a roommate on September 26th, 1994.
What was the job of the roommate
on October 5th, 1996?

mother, father, son, daughter,
sister, brother

{sub1} had a {First Relation} on {time1}.
Who is the {Second Relation} of the
{First Relation}?

Monica had a roommate on September 26th, 1994.
Who is the mother of the roommate?

date of birth, place of birth,
{sub1} had a {First Relation} on {time1}.
When (Where) was the {First Relation} born?

Monica had a roommate on September 26th 1994.
When was the roommate born?

place of work
{sub1} had a {First Relation} on {time1}.
Where did the {First Relation} work
on {time2}?

Monica had a roommate on September 26th, 1994.
Where did the roommate work
on October 5th, 1996?

hometown
{sub1} had a {First Relation} on {time1}.
Where is the hometown of the
{First Relation}?

Monica had a roommate on September 26th, 1994.
Where is the hometown of the roommate?

dating with
roommate, wife, husband,
girlfriend, boyfriend, client, neighbor,
boss, subordinate, fiance, fiancee

{sub1} dated a person on {time1}.
Who was the {Second Relation} of the
person on {time2}?

Monica dated a person on September 26th, 1994.
Who was the boss of the person
on October 5th, 1996?

mother, father, son,
daughter, sister, brother

roommate, wife, husband,
girlfriend, boyfriend, client, neighbor,
boss, subordinate, fiance, fiancee

Who was the {Second Relation} of {sub1}’s
{First Relation} on {time2}?

Who was the roommate of Ross’s
sister on September 26th, 1994?

dating with
Who dated {sub1}’s {First Relation}
on {time2}?

Who dated Ben’s father on September 26th, 1994?

job, age, major
What was the {Second Relation} of
{sub1}’s {First Relation} on {time2}?

What was the job of Ben’s father on September 26th, 1994?

mother, father, son, daughter,
sister, brother

Who is the {Second Relation} of
{sub1}’s {First Relation}?

Who is the mother of Ross’s son?

date of birth, place of birth
When (Where) was {sub1}’s {First Relation}
born?

When was Monica’s brother born?

place of work
Where did {sub1}’s {First Relation}
work on {time2}?

Where did Monica’s brother work
on October 5th, 1996?

hometown
Where is the hometown of
{sub1}’s {First Relation}?

Where is the hometown of Ross’s son?

G Character Style Transfer

Table 9 shows the results of the character style transfer for three selected questions. To make the
questions sound more natural and conversational, we prepended each one with “By the way,”. This
helps them blend seamlessly into the flow of the conversation. The table shows how each question
appears when rephrased in the style of various characters. The ‘Default’ setting is applied when the
question is asked by a character who is not a recurring character of the TV show.
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Table 9: Examples of the results of character style transfer.
Original Question Character Style Transferred Question

By the way, how did Rachel buy her new boots?

Default
Hey, any idea what Rachel used to snag those stylish
new boots of hers?

Monica
Hey, do you know what Rachel used to snag those super
cute new boots she’s been rocking?

Chandler
So, could we BE any more curious about how Rachel
snagged those new boots?

Joey
Hey, how did Rachel manage to snag those killer
boots, huh?

Phoebe
Oh my gosh! Do you have any idea how Rachel snagged
those super cute new boots?

By the way, who dated Monica on September 22, 1994?

Default
So, who was Monica’s date on the night of
September 22, 1994?

Chandler
Oh, could you BE any more specific about who was
going out with Monica on September 22, 1994?

Joey
Hey, just outta curiosity, who was goin’ out with
Monica on September 22, 1994?

Phoebe
Oh my gosh, so like, who was Monica’s date on that
super specific day, September 22, 1994?

Rachel
Oh my god, so like, who was going out with Monica
on September 22, 1994?’

By the way, Rachel had a roommate on October 28, 1994.
Who dated the roommate in September 1994?

Default
Oh. My. God. Remember when Rachel had a roommate
back on October 28, 1994? So, who was going out with
that roommate by September 1994?

Monica
Hey, just out of curiosity, do you know who was going
out with Rachel’s roommate from back in September 1994?
I remember she got that roommate around October 28, 1994.

Chandler

So, just for a little stroll down memory lane, Rachel
was bunking with someone on October 28, 1994.
Any wild guesses on who was dating this mystery
co-habitant by September 1994?

Joey

Hey, so you know how Rachel was living with someone
back on October 28, 1994, right? So I’m just wonderin’
here, who was going out with this roommate of hers in
September 1994?

Phoebe
By the way, Rachel had a roommate on October 28, 1994.
Who dated the roommate in September 1994?

H Experimental Setting

H.1 Average Time Interval Between Utterances

Each episode includes around 240 utterances and lasts about 18 minutes without commercial breaks.
This means each utterance should occur roughly every 4.5 seconds. However, because the experiments
used the A6000, which is slower than the latest hardware like the A100 or H100, we extended the
interval to 6 seconds.

H.2 Environment Control

Our simulator operates in real-time, requiring precise control of the experimental environment.
Therefore, we conducted all experiments using the same hardware: NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPUs and
an AMD EPYC 7702 64-Core Processor. To maintain consistent CPU performance, we allocated 10
cores for each experiment and ensured that no other processes were running simultaneously.

H.3 Choices Control

The number of questions based on fan quizzes was significantly smaller than the questions based on
the TKG. Thus, 30% of the questions were intentionally extracted from the fan quiz-based during the
simulation. Since each question has five choices, unanswerable questions were set to comprise 20%
of the total to fairly stratify the correct answers.
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H.4 Number of Retrieved Dialogue History

By default, agents retrieved up to 20 utterances, 10 entire sessions, and 15 session summaries,
depending on the storing method, though some LLMs with shorter context lengths retrieved fewer
histories accordingly.

I Experimental Results for The Big Bang Theory and The Office

The experimental results for The Big Bang Theory and The Office are provided in Table 10 and
Table 11, respectively.

Table 10: The performances of the agents on The Big Bang Theory dialogue in DialSim (time limit
= 6 seconds). We conducted experiments three times and reported the accuracies and the standard
deviations.

Type Model Base LLM

RAG-based

BM25 OpenAI Embedding

Utterance Session Entire Session Sum Utterance Session Entire Session Sum

API
ChatGPT-3.5 32.49 (1.72) 25.32 (1.20) 35.59 (2.12) 33.86 (1.09) 27.81 (0.40) 32.97 (0.86) 37.02 (1.13)
Gemini 1.0 pro 3.49 (0.69) 25.87 (1.23) 30.72 (0.18) 38.16 (1.25) 37.42 (0.68) 32.09 (0.44) 36.30 (0.32)

Open

Tulu2-70B 0.62 (0.13) 21.08 (0.70) 18.95 (1.07) 22.36 (0.65) 34.64 (0.69) 9.08 (1.00) 20.22 (1.48)
Tulu2-7B 0.53 (0.18) 15.58 (1.34) 22.26 (0.53) 29.99 (0.57) 16.84 (2.13) 21.48 (0.77) 28.69 (1.15)
Llama2-70B 0.04 (0.06) 0.00 (0.00) 0.98 (0.34) 0.18 (0.17) 0.09 (0.06) 0.18 (0.06) 0.18 (0.07)
Llama2-7B 24.57 (0.90) 28.36 (1.08) 31.52 (1.21) 26.12 (1.42) 32.70 (0.54) 29.80 (1.37) 23.31 (2.32)
Mixtral-8x7B 1.95 (0.34) 15.91 (0.71) 34.52 (1.12) 16.83 (1.60) 17.45 (0.49) 34.98 (0.99) 13.83 (2.18)
Mistral-7B 3.11 (0.21) 24.69 (1.82) 34.26 (0.60) 32.17 (1.39) 30.23 (0.62) 33.36 (0.56) 29.19 (1.54)
Gemma-7B 16.40 (0.74) 21.40 (2.33) 19.74 (2.45) 16.67 (0.40) 24.50 (1.87) 20.22 (1.39) 16.12 (0.52)
Gemma-2B 1.56 (0.06) 28.94 (0.35) 26.12 (2.22) 33.47 (1.41) 27.92 (0.68) 29.40 (1.79) 34.86 (3.20)

Table 11: The performances of the agents on The Office dialogue in DialSim (time limit = 6 seconds).
We conducted experiments three times and reported the accuracies and the standard deviations.

Type Model Base LLM

RAG-based

BM25 OpenAI Embedding

Utterance Session Entire Session Sum Utterance Session Entire Session Sum

API
ChatGPT-3.5 36.54 (0.32) 36.63 (0.57) 45.33 (1.00) 40.93 (0.13) 42.49 (1.24) 43.04 (0.82) 45.18 (0.56)
Gemini 1.0 pro 2.42 (0.18) 35.11 (0.50) 48.90 (1.57) 40.91 (0.75) 44.72 (0.19) 46.63 (0.89) 45.82 (0.97)

Open

Tulu2-70B 0.46 (0.09) 22.33 (1.00) 35.52 (0.89) 23.49 (1.16) 38.61 (1.02) 43.49 (1.27) 23.54 (0.52)
Tulu2-7B 0.32 (0.04) 25.86 (0.54) 27.95 (1.03) 36.60 (2.11) 22.13 (0.33) 29.50 (0.56) 35.51 (1.40)
Llama2-70B 0.00 (0.00) 0.02 (0.03) 1.02 (0.08) 0.07 (0.06) 0.00 (0.00) 0.55 (0.16) 0.02 (0.03)
Llama2-7B 24.11 (1.29) 19.97 (1.22) 24.91 (0.56) 18.88 (0.49) 22.18 (1.91) 27.06 (1.26) 16.87 (0.24)
Mixtral-8x7B 1.53 (0.41) 19.63 (0.79) 34.35 (1.19) 16.07 (0.56) 20.02 (0.44) 30.44 (1.69) 12.43 (1.04)
Mistral-7B 2.55 (0.09) 30.65 (0.45) 41.16 (1.26) 35.67 (1.68) 36.92 (2.13) 42.71 (1.24) 37.65 (2.42)
Gemma-7B 17.81 (0.86) 21.58 (0.61) 25.62 (0.02) 12.20 (0.57) 24.88 (0.93) 24.38 (0.52) 15.70 (0.43)
Gemma-2B 0.83 (0.16) 29.71 (0.69) 28.11 (1.14) 34.63 (0.94) 31.54 (0.65) 30.31 (0.16) 33.37 (0.27)

J Experimental Results for Different Time Limits

The experimental results for different time limits are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. Figure 6
illustrates the performance over different time limits in the BM25-Session Entire setting, while
Figure 7 displays the performance in the Oracle setting. Due to the high costs, time-based experiments
with ChatGPT-4o, Gemini-1.5 Pro, and Claude-3 Opus were conducted exclusively in the Oracle
setting. One key observation from the results is the performance of ChatGPT-4o and ChatGPT-3.5.
These models demonstrated consistent performance with quick inference times, handling up to a
3-second limit in the BM25-Session Entire setting and up to a 1-second limit in the Oracle setting.
Consequently, these models are optimal for tasks requiring real-time communication without delays.
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Figure 6: The experimental results for different time limits in the BM25-Session Entire setting.

Figure 7: The experimental results for different time limits in the Oracle setting.

K Experimental Results in the Oracle Setting

Figure 8 shows the performance comparison between the BM25-Session Entire setting and the Oracle
setting. These experiments were conducted without a time limit. Claude-3 Opus achieved the highest
performance with a score of 69.64% in the Oracle setting.

L Experimental Results on Adversarial Test

In the adversarial test, we altered the characters’ names and ran experiments under different conditions.
Table 12 displays the results when characters’ names were mixed with a 6-second time limit, while
Table 13 shows the results without a time limit. Table 14 presents the results of changing characters’
names to new ones with a 6-second time limit, while Table 15 shows the results without a time limit.

M Annotator Instructions

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the screenshots of the dataset labeling process. Figure 9 illustrates the
annotation process for the questions based on fan quizzes, and Figure 10 describes the review process
for selecting triples for the TKG.
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Figure 8: The performance comparison between the BM25-Session Entire setting and the Oracle
setting.

Table 12: The performances of the agents on Friends dialogue in DialSim (time limit = 6 seconds,
with shuffled names). We conducted experiments three times and reported the accuracies and the
standard deviations.

Type Model Base LLM

RAG-based

BM25 OpenAI Embedding

Utterance Session Entire Session Sum Utterance Session Entire Session Sum

API Gemini 1.0 pro 2.40 (0.21) 27.00 (0.41) 25.01 (3.02) 30.95 (1.61) 31.97 (1.49) 28.28 (0.12) 31.34 (1.77)

Open

Tulu2-70B 0.31 (0.13) 17.03 (0.94) 15.20 (0.87) 18.45 (1.04) 26.89 (0.54) 6.92 (0.47) 12.86 (1.23)
Tulu2-7B 0.73 (0.29) 12.50 (1.73) 17.58 (1.14) 24.21 (1.09) 10.20 (0.21) 14.26 (0.92) 21.03 (0.58)
Llama2-70B 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.89 (0.07) 0.05 (0.08) 0.00 (0.00) 0.42 (0.19) 0.31 (0.16)
Llama2-7B 22.18 (1.18) 20.78 (1.26) 22.76 (0.61) 19.63 (0.79) 23.13 (1.55) 22.7 (0.98) 20.70 (0.31)
Mixtral-8x7B 1.77 (0.19) 14.03 (0.12) 21.11 (1.07) 15.50 (0.68) 13.14 (0.83) 18.03 (0.44) 18.47 (0.55)
Mistral-7B 2.34 (0.17) 22.29 (1.43) 27.08 (0.99) 24.15 (1.76) 25.17 (1.74) 26.76 (2.64) 23.81 (2.53)
Gemma-7B 18.87 (1.43) 22.85 (0.81) 22.96 (1.34) 17.95 (0.62) 25.46 (2.08) 21.53 (1.00) 17.66 (1.31)
Gemma-2B 0.78 (0.22) 22.99 (0.66) 25.48 (1.54) 25.86 (2.48) 25.08 (1.34) 25.21 (0.22) 26.14 (1.71)

Table 13: The performances of the agents on Friends dialogue in DialSim (without a time limit and
with shuffled names). We conducted experiments three times and reported the accuracies and the
standard deviations.

Type Model Base LLM

RAG-based

BM25 OpenAI Embedding

Utterance Session Entire Session Sum Utterance Session Entire Session Sum

Open

Tulu2-70B 2.54 (0.21) 26.47 (1.91) 31.75 (1.71) 30.94 (2.41) 31.90 (1.25) 29.83 (1.03) 31.86 (2.13)
Tulu2-7B 1.15 (0.06) 28.20 (1.63) 27.64 (2.37) 27.78 (1.32) 28.98 (0.96) 25.03 (0.94) 29.08 (2.47)
Llama2-70B 28.16 (1.37) 28.99 (0.23) 31.27 (2.79) 30.33 (2.06) 33.00 (0.55) 31.78 (2.02) 34.39 (1.34)
Llama2-7B 23.67 (0.79) 24.37 (1.36) 24.19 (1.02) 23.95 (1.36) 24.11 (2.93) 25.03 (1.17) 23.25 (0.41)
Mixtral-8x7B 34.19 (0.68) 25.23 (1.19) 37.72 (0.96) 29.48 (0.87) 29.09 (1.46) 31.78 (1.71) 29.45 (0.04)
Mistral-7B 27.78 (1.62) 25.02 (1.26) 30.65 (1.39) 24.99 (1.51) 27.34 (0.49) 27.97 (1.31) 26.97 (1.45)
Gemma-7B 17.98 (2.15) 21.64 (0.39) 22.31 (2.15) 18.66 (1.55) 25.97 (1.92) 21.79 (0.40) 21.22 (0.59)
Gemma-2B 1.04 (0.19) 24.19 (0.82) 25.25 (1.02) 24.32 (1.55) 25.03 (0.66) 25.44 (1.96) 23.62 (0.36)
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Table 14: The performances of the agents on Friends dialogue in DialSim (time limit = 6 seconds,
with new names replaced). We conducted experiments three times and reported the accuracies and
the standard deviations.

Type Model Base LLM

RAG-based

BM25 OpenAI Embedding

Utterance Session Entire Session Sum Utterance Session Entire Session Sum

API Gemini 1.0 pro 2.75 (0.13) 27.15 (0.95) 25.03 (1.54) 31.45 (1.30) 33.44 (0.82) 29.88 (3.29) 31.73 (1.59)

Open

Tulu2-70B 0.21 (0.07) 18.24 (0.84) 20.60 (1.00) 18.64 (1.81) 31.71 (2.22) 7.82 (1.57) 17.31 (0.61)
Tulu2-7B 0.74 (0.15) 13.19 (0.35) 19.54 (1.29) 26.07 (2.00) 13.87 (0.71) 18.35 (1.21) 27.48 (2.04)
Llama2-70B 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.73 (0.32) 0.16 (0.13) 0.00 (0.00) 0.47 (0.13) 0.21 (0.07)
Llama2-7B 19.50 (1.67) 18.32 (0.51) 21.22 (1.47) 19.76 (2.22) 20.19 (0.64) 21.88 (2.42) 18.37 (2.05)
Mixtral-8x7B 2.41 (0.40) 14.90 (0.82) 23.55 (0.40) 15.64 (0.47) 16.43 (1.68) 22.95 (0.68) 13.22 (1.61)
Mistral-7B 3.35 (0.58) 24.44 (1.13) 31.39 (0.70) 24.26 (1.60) 29.82 (0.95) 30.21 (0.90) 23.90 (0.51)
Gemma-7B 18.05 (0.97) 22.52 (0.81) 20.64 (0.26) 16.63 (1.59) 23.41 (1.26) 18.34 (0.82) 19.48 (2.45)
Gemma-2B 0.47 (0.13) 24.31 (0.96) 24.77 (0.74) 25.74 (1.46) 28.41 (1.20) 24.68 (1.45) 24.75 (1.50)

Table 15: The performances of the agents on Friends dialogue in DialSim (without a time limit and
with new names replaced). We conducted experiments three times and reported the accuracies and
the standard deviations.

Type Model Base LLM

RAG-based

BM25 OpenAI Embedding

Utterance Session Entire Session Sum Utterance Session Entire Session Sum

Open

Tulu2-70B 2.17 (0.46) 27.24 (1.17) 33.34 (1.17) 32.85 (1.85) 34.95 (0.47) 29.41 (1.22) 33.55 (2.79)
Tulu2-7B 0.63 (0.26) 30.26 (1.03) 27.68 (1.24) 30.98 (1.08) 30.99 (0.22) 27.93 (1.97) 31.80 (2.05)
Llama2-70B 30.25 (1.28) 29.97 (1.86) 34.15 (1.00) 34.81 (0.77) 36.15 (2.82) 33.54 (1.22) 35.86 (1.81)
Llama2-7B 22.40 (2.17) 23.52 (0.80) 22.82 (1.77) 23.87 (0.33) 28.8 (1.04) 22.32 (1.27) 23.70 (2.03)
Mixtral-8x7B 38.92 (1.61) 26.91 (1.46) 39.98 (2.98) 27.02 (0.42) 30.27 (1.37) 35.89 (0.37) 29.52 (1.28)
Mistral-7B 29.10 (1.34) 23.33 (0.83) 34.59 (0.80) 27.87 (2.66) 30.59 (2.09) 30.45 (0.89) 27.93 (0.99)
Gemma-7B 17.37 (0.77) 22.58 (1.62) 21.41 (1.53) 21.61 (1.53) 23.90 (0.90) 21.61 (1.09) 20.88 (0.91)
Gemma-2B 0.37 (0.07) 23.48 (1.85) 23.13 (1.14) 25.72 (2.67) 29.12 (1.90) 24.88 (1.40) 24.81 (1.31)

Figure 9: The actual process of annotating questions from fan quizzes.
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Figure 10: The actual process of reviewing extracted triples.
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